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Abstract
This paper presents a deep-learning based assessment method of a spoken computer-assisted language learning (CALL) for a non-native child speaker, which is performed in a data-driven approach rather than in a rule-based approach. Especially, we focus on the spoken CALL assessment of the 2017 SLaTE challenge. To this end, the proposed method consists of four main steps: speech recognition, meaning feature extraction, grammar feature extraction, and deep-learning based assessment. At first, speech recognition is performed on an input speech using three automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems. Second, twenty-seven meaning features are extracted from the recognized texts via the three ASRs using language models (LMs), sentence-embedding models, and word-embedding models. Third, twenty-two grammar features are extracted from the recognized text via one ASR system using linear-order LMs and hierarchical-order LMs. Fourth, the extracted forty-nine features are fed into a full-connected deep neural network (DNN) based model for the classification of acceptance or rejection. Finally, an assessment is performed by comparing the probability of an output unit of the DNN-based classifier with a predefined threshold. For the experiments of a spoken CALL assessment, we use English spoken utterances by Swiss German teenagers. It is shown from the experiments that the $D$ score is 4.37 for the spoken CALL assessment system employing the proposed method.

Index Terms: Spoken CALL assessment, DNN based classifier, sentence-embedding, word-embedding, sequence-to-sequence, dependency parse tree

1. Introduction

There are considerable researches on a computer-assisted language learning (CALL) based on speech recognition. Moreover, many researches are related to the pronunciation assessment of an imitated speech such as SRI’s EduSpeak [1]. On the other hand, some researches are related to various kinds of assessments (grammar, semantic, vocabulary, etc) of a speech with the increased freedom of speaking, such as CALL-SLT [2] and GenieTutor [3]. Among them, this paper focuses on a spoken CALL assessment of the CALL-SLT system, as a participant of the 2017 SLaTE CALL shared challenge [4]. To this end, we propose a deep-learning based spoken CALL assessment method, which is performed in a data-driven approach while the baseline method supported by the organizer of the challenge is performed in a rule-based approach.

2. The 2017 SLaTE CALL shared challenge

The challenge aims to assess the utterance obtained from a CALL system in terms of the meaning and the grammar for a given prompt. And, the corpus consists of 5,222 utterances and 996 utterances for a training data and a test data, respectively. In addition, the annotation of each utterance contains a prompt, a transcription, a meaning evaluation result, and an overall evaluation result. A baseline assessment method first performs speech recognition on an utterance and then determines the utterance to be acceptable if the recognized text exactly matches one of the reference texts corresponding to the given prompt [5]. Thus, the organizer provides the recognized text ($Text_{Nuance}$) from a Nuance ASR ($ASR_{Nuance}$) and the recognized text ($Text_{Kaldi}$) from a Kaldi ASR ($ASR_{Kaldi}$) for each speech data. Also, it provides the reference texts corresponding to each prompt ($Text_{Ref}$). When evaluating the test data using a metric of $D$, the baseline method achieves 2.35, 1.69, and 4.51 for three CALL assessment systems: (a) a CALL system ($CALL_{Nuance\_baseline}$) using $Text_{Nuance}$, (b) a CALL system ($CALL_{Kaldi\_baseline}$) using $Text_{Kaldi}$, and (c) a CALL system ($CALL_{transcription}$) using the transcription texts. In addition, the word error rates (WERs) of $ASR_{Nuance}$ and $ASR_{Kaldi}$ are 33.1% and 25.1%.

The detailed description of the challenge is explained in [4].

3. Proposed deep-learning based spoken CALL assessment in a data-driven approach

Fig. 1 shows the proposed deep-learning based spoken CALL assessment method. In other words, the speech processing component first performs speech recognition for an input speech using three ASRs such as $ASR_{Nuance}$, $ASR_{Kaldi}$, and an ASR ($ASR_{SLaTE2017}$) developed for the challenge. And then, three recognized texts, $Text_{Nuance}$, $Text_{Kaldi}$, and $Text_{SLaTE2017}$, are obtained from $ASR_{Nuance}$, $ASR_{Kaldi}$, and $ASR_{SLaTE2017}$, respectively.

Next, the text processing component performs a meaning feature extraction, a grammar feature extraction, and a deep-learning based assessment using $Text_{Nuance}$, $Text_{Kaldi}$, and $Text_{SLaTE2017}$, a given prompt, and $Text_{Ref}$. That is, the meaning feature extraction step generates nine meaning features from each of $Text_{Nuance}$, $Text_{Kaldi}$, and $Text_{SLaTE2017}$ and then concatenates the three sets of the nine meaning features. Moreover, the grammar feature extraction step generates twenty-two grammar features from $Text_{SLaTE2017}$; we only...
use TextsRef having the best ASR performance since ASR errors could degrade the performance of a grammar error detection. Finally, the deep-learning based assessment step determines whether to accept or reject the input speech using the forty-nine features extracted in the previous steps.

3.1. An ASR system for the challenge

An original ASR system (ASRoriginal) is a common-domain American English ASR system for Korean speakers. In addition, the characteristics of ASRoriginal are a sampling rate of 16 kHz, the target language of American English, the speaker’s mother tongue of Korean, and the target LM domain of a common-domain. Moreover, the acoustic models (AMs) of ASRoriginal [6, 7] are configured as deep neural network hidden Markov models (DNN-HMMs) and the LM of ASRoriginal is configured as a 3-gram LM that is trained with common-domain texts.

In order to provide a better text to the text processing component of the proposed method, we adjust ASRoriginal to ASRSLaTE2017 by reflecting the characteristics of the speech data of the challenge, such as a sampling rate of 8 kHz, the target language of British English, and the speaker’s mother tongue of German. That is, the AMs are adapted using the training data of the challenge and the LM (M:\text{ASR,3gram}) is interpolated with a challenge-domain 3-gram LM that is trained with TextsRef. In addition, a pronunciation model is adapted by adding English pronunciation variants that are frequently mispronounced by the German people.

When evaluating the test data, the WER is 14.9% for ASRSLaTE2017 and the D score is 2.86 for the spoken CALL system (CALLSLaTE2017) employing the baseline assessment method using the recognized text from ASRSLaTE2017. Moreover, Table 1 summarizes the performance comparisons of the four CALL systems such as CALLNuance, CALLKaldi, CALLtranscription, and CALLSLaTE2017.

3.2. Deep-learning based meaning features

As summarized in Table 2, nine meaning features are extracted from an input text and the features are categorized into three levels: CALL-level, sentence-level, and word-level, depending on the scope of the meaning to be analyzed. The CALL-level features are extracted using four LMs to determine whether the meaning of the input text corresponds to the learning scope of a CALL system. The sentence-level features are extracted using two sentence-embedding models to determine whether the meaning of the input text includes the meaning of the prompt. The word-level features are extracted using a one word-embedding model to determine whether the meanings of words contained in the input text are related to the meanings of words contained in TextsRef.
3.2.1. CALL-level meaning features based on LMs

The assumption is that, if the meaning of an input text is within the language learning scope of a CALL system, then the probability of an input text would be larger when using a CALL-domain LM than when using a common-domain LM. Three CALL-domain LMs using challenge-related texts and a common-domain LM using general-domain texts are generated as follows:

- $M_{\text{domain,3gram}}$: CALL-domain, 3-gram LM
- $M_{\text{domain,5gram}}$: CALL-domain, 5-gram LM
- $M_{\text{domain,lstm}}$: CALL-domain, a two-layer long short-term memory (LSTM) recurrent neural network (RNN) with 200 hidden units
- $M_{\text{common,3gram}}$: common-domain, 3-gram LM

When an input text is entered, the average log-probability per word excluding word boundaries ($\text{ppl1}$, [8]) is calculated using each CALL-level LM. In particular, predefined penalties under certain conditions are applied in the calculation of the log-probability of a word. As a result, we obtain four CALL-level meaning features ($F_{m1}$, $F_{m2}$, $F_{m3}$, and $F_{m4}$) using $M_{\text{domain,3gram}}$, $M_{\text{domain,5gram}}$, $M_{\text{common,3gram}}$, and $M_{\text{domain,lstm}}$.

3.2.2. Sentence-level meaning features based on sentence-embedding models

For sentence-level meaning feature extraction, we adopt a sentence-embedding approach that is increasingly utilized in various research such as natural language processing, machine translation, and so on [9]. We generate two sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) models using challenge-related texts as follows:

- $M_{\text{seq2seq,fwd}}$: a forward LSTM-RNN based encoder-decoder model with 200 hidden units
- $M_{\text{seq2seq,bwd}}$: a backward LSTM-RNN based encoder-decoder model with 200 hidden units

When an input text and its prompt are entered, the reference sentences ($\text{Texts}_{\text{Ref}}$) corresponding to the prompt are first obtained from $\text{Texts}_{\text{Ref,f}}$. Then, a cosine similarity is calculated by performing a dynamic time warping (DTW), wherein the distance between two words is the output of the word2vec model. As a result, we obtain one word-level meaning feature, $F_{m8}$, by selecting the minimum similarity distance using $M_{\text{word,2vec}}$.

In order to capture the use of the keywords of the prompt, we also obtain one additional feature, $F_{m9}$, by selecting keywords that are most likely present in $\text{Texts}_{\text{Ref,prompt}}$ and calculating the penalized similarity distance with the modified distance value of each keyword.

3.3. Parsed-text based grammar features

We first detect awkward word sequences by examining the linear word sequence of an input text. However, this is not sufficient to detect grammatical errors because the order of sentence constituents is not considered. In order to consider the order of sentence constituents, the input text is first parsed into a dependency parse tree and then each 1-depth subtree is converted into a word sequence, which is referred to as $\text{text}_{\text{parsed,sub}}$. Next, we identify incorrect grammar by examining the word sequence of $\text{text}_{\text{parsed,sub}}$.

As summarized in Table 3, we extract two grammar features from an input text for a grammar check based on the linear word sequence. We also extract twenty grammar features from the $\text{text}_{\text{parsed,sub}}$ of an input text to conduct a grammar check based on the hierarchical word sequence.

3.3.1. Linear-order grammar features from an input text

For a grammar check that detects awkward word sequences in an input text, the word sequence of the input text is compared with the general distribution of word sequences obtained from
two ticket to London', and the comparison of ppl1 using the formal distribution of $M_{\text{formal},3\text{gram}}$ and the informal distribution of $M_{\text{informal},3\text{gram}}$.

3.3.2. Hierarchical-order grammar features from the parsed texts of an input text

For a grammar check that detects awkward word sequences based on the sentence constituents of an input text, each parsed text, $\text{text}_{\text{parsed,sub}}$, of the input text is compared with a formal distribution of parsed texts and an informal distribution of parsed texts, respectively. The formal distribution is generated using the $\text{texts}_{\text{parsed,sub}}$ of the formal texts from three kinds of resources: the texts of English text books, TextsReC, and the ones of GenieTutor CALL system [3]. The informal distribution is generated using the $\text{texts}_{\text{parsed,sub}}$ of the informal texts. The informal texts are obtained by performing three steps: generating texts with grammar errors from the formal texts, obtaining $\text{texts}_{\text{parsed,sub}}$ of texts with grammar errors, and excluding $\text{texts}_{\text{parsed,sub}}$ that are overlapped with $\text{texts}_{\text{parsed,sub}}$ of the formal texts. To this end, three correct distribution LMs, one incorrect distribution LM, and $M_{\text{ASR},3\text{gram}}$ are used as follows:

- $M_{\text{formal},3\text{gram}}$: formal, 3-gram, parsed text
- $M_{\text{formal},6\text{gram}}$: formal, 6-gram, parsed text
- $M_{\text{formal},3\text{gram},\text{ext}}$: formal, 3-gram, parsed text, expanded reference responses with the synonym words
- $M_{\text{informal},3\text{gram}}$: informal, 3-gram, parsed text
- $M_{\text{ASR},3\text{gram}}$: a 3-gram LM for ASRSLaTE2017 raw text

In fact, $M_{\text{ASR},3\text{gram}}$ is chosen since the text obtained from a phrase-level grammar chunk can be a part of the linear word sequence of an input text. Fig. 2 shows an example of the $\text{texts}_{\text{parsed,sub}}$ of the text, 'two ticket to London' and the comparison of the ppl of the $\text{texts}_{\text{parsed,sub}}$ using the formal and informal distribution of $M_{\text{formal},3\text{gram}}$ and $M_{\text{informal},3\text{gram}}$, respectively.

When an input text is entered, the text is decomposed into $\text{texts}_{\text{parsed,sub}}$ using a Stanford parser [11]. Next, ppl1 is computed using an LM for each $\text{texts}_{\text{parsed,sub}}$ and then the maximum, minimum, and average values of the set of ppl1 are obtained. In addition, we similarly obtain the maximum, minimum, and average ppl values for the input text. Thus, we obtain 16 hierarchical-order grammar features by selecting the maximum and average values of ppl1 and ppl for each of the three formal distribution models and $M_{\text{ASR},3\text{gram}}$. We also obtain four features by selecting the minimum and average values of ppl1 and ppl for the informal distribution model.

Figure 3: Performance comparisons based on the ROC AUC of the proposed method by increasing each feature by one for the 9 meaning features

3.4. Deep-learning based classifier for the spoken CALL assessment

3.4.1. Performance on the proposed method using a transcribed text

First, we validated the nine meaning features of the proposed method using transcribed texts by entering the features one by one into the proposed method. In other words, we extracted $Fm1$ from each transcription, trained a DNN-based classifier which input layer has one unit corresponding to $Fm1$, and evaluated the performance based on ROC AUC. Next, we extracted $Fm1$ and $Fm2$ from each transcription, trained a DNN-based classifier which input layer has two units corresponding to $Fm1$ and $Fm2$.

The descriptions of the $D$, $Fr$, and $Cr$ are explained in [4].
and $Fm_2$, and evaluated the performance. This process was performed until the nine meaning features were used. It was shown from the Fig. 3 that the performance of a CALL assessment system was generally improved each time the feature was increased by one for the meaning feature.

Second, we validated the 22 grammar features of the proposed method using transcription texts in the same way to the verification of the meaning features. It was shown from the Fig. 4 that the performance was generally improved each time the feature was increased by one for the meaning feature.

Third, we evaluated the proposed method using both the meaning and grammar features extracted from transcription texts. When evaluating the test set, the ROC AUC score was 0.921 for a CALL assessment system (CALLtranscription proposed) employing the proposed method using both meaning and grammar features, whereas the ROC AUC scores were 0.893 and 0.877 for a CALL system employing the proposed method using meaning features and a CALL system employing the proposed method using grammar features, respectively.

From the experiments on the proposed method using transcription texts, we concluded that each meaning feature were positively correlated for the proposed method. Similarly, each grammar features were positively correlated for the proposed method. In addition, the performance of the proposed method was considerably improved when combining the meaning features and the grammar features.

4.2. Performance on the proposed method using the recognized texts from three ASR systems

Fig. 5 shows the ROC AUCs of the four CALL assessment systems: (a) a CALL assessment system (CALLtranscription proposed) employing the proposed method using TextNuance, (b) a CALL assessment system (CALLKaldi proposed) employing the proposed method using TextKaldi, (c) a CALL assessment system (CALLSLaTE2017 proposed) employing the proposed method using TextSLaTE2017, and (d) a CALL assessment system (CALLtranscription proposed) employing the proposed method using TextNuance, TextKaldi, and TextSLaTE2017. First, the ROC AUC of CALLSLaTE2017 was 0.81 whereas the ROC AUCs of CALLtranscription proposed and CALLKaldi proposed were 0.75 and 0.77, respectively. Therefore, it was notable from Table 1 and Figure 5 that the performance of the proposed method could be improved according to the performance improvement of an ASR system. Second, the ROC AUC of CALLtranscription proposed was measured as 0.83 whereas the ROC AUC of CALLSLaTE2017 was 0.81. From the performance comparison, it was noticed that the performance of the proposed method could be improved by combining the recognized texts from various kinds of ASR systems.

Moreover, we evaluated the assessment performance of the proposed method using the metric $D$. To this end, we first selected an optimal threshold to maximize the $D$ score using the training set. Especially, we used the constraints of the minimum values of $Fr$ and $Cr$ of 0.04 as described in Section 3.4. After that, the $D$ score of the test set was calculated using the selected optimal threshold. Fig. 6 shows an example of the optimal threshold selection for CALLtranscription proposed, where the straight and dotted lines represent the $D$ scores according to thresholds when evaluating the training data and the test data, respectively, and the shaded area represents the corresponding range to the constraints.

Figure 4: Performance comparisons based on the ROC AUC of the proposed method by increasing each feature by one for the 22 grammar features

Figure 5: Performance comparisons based on the ROC AUCs of CALLtranscription proposed, CALLKaldi proposed, CALLSLaTE2017 proposed, and CALLtranscription proposed, CALLKaldi, and CALLSLaTE2017 proposed when evaluating the training set and test set, respectively.

Figure 6: An example of the optimal threshold selection of CALLtranscription proposed, where the straight and dotted lines represent the $D$ scores according to thresholds when evaluating the training data and the test data, respectively, and the shaded area represents the corresponding range to the constraints.
Table 4: Performance comparison based on the metric D of the baseline method and the proposed method using a transcription, Text Nuance, Text Kaldi, and Text SLaTE 2017.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transcription</th>
<th>Baseline method</th>
<th>Proposed-method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Text Nuance</td>
<td>4.51</td>
<td>5.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text Kaldi</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>2.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text SLaTE 2017</td>
<td>2.69</td>
<td>2.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text Nuance, Kaldi, SLaTE 2017 (submitted)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text Nuance, Kaldi, SLaTE 2017 (fixed)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CALL Nuance proposed, CALL Kaldi proposed, CALL SLaTE 2017 proposed, and CALL Nuance, Kaldi, SLaTE 2017 proposed, as shown in Table 4. In addition, the last row of the table presented the D score of a fixed version of the proposed method. It was noted from the table that the performances of the proposed method were improved for all CALL assessment systems when compared to the baseline method. Moreover, the performance of the proposed method was considerably improved when combining the recognized texts from three ASR systems.

5. Conclusion and discussion

This paper proposed the deep-learning based spoken CALL assessment method for the 2017 SLaTE CALL shared challenge. Especially, we focused on the generation of the spoken CALL assessment system with minimal manual efforts, by using a data-driven approach rather than using a rule-based approach. Moreover, we tried to adopt deep-learning method, which was known as the state-of-the-art machine learning method.

The proposed method consisted of the speech processing component and the text processing component. In other words, when an input speech was entered, speech recognition was performed using each of ASR Nuance, ASR Kaldi, and ASR SLaTE 2017 in the speech processing component. After that, the three texts recognized from three ASRs were passed into the text processing component. In the text processing component, the twenty-seven meaning features were generated by extracting nine feature from each of the recognized texts and by concatenating them. Moreover, the nine meaning features consisted of four CALL-level features using LMs, three sentence-level features using sentence-embedding models, and two word-level features using a word-embedding model. Next, the twenty-two grammar features were extracted from Text SLaTE 2017; among them, two features were for a linear-order text and twenty features were for a hierarchical-order text. Finally, the forty-nine features were fed into the fully-connected 6-layer neural network for the classification of acceptability. And then, an assessment was performed by comparing the probability of the DNN based classifier with a predefined threshold. We first validated the designed meaning and grammar features of the proposed method and then compared the performances of the several CALL assessment systems, CALL Nuance proposed, CALL Kaldi proposed, CALL SLaTE 2017 proposed, and CALL Nuance, Kaldi, SLaTE 2017 proposed. It was shown from the spoken CALL assessment experiments that the D score was 4.37 for the proposed method whereas the D score was 2.35 or 1.69 for the baseline method. In addition, after modifying some mistakes, we obtained the D score as 4.49 using the proposed method.

In short, the proposed method considerably improved the performance of the spoken CALL assessment system by adopting several deep-learning based methods when compared to the baseline method. Moreover, the proposed method reduced the manual efforts by using a data-driven approach. However, there are several future works of the proposed method such as the investigation of the significant features among the proposed 27 meaning features and 22 grammar features, the development of the hybrid method combining the proposed method and the baseline method, etc.
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